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Abstract. Norms specifying constraints over institutions are stated in such a form 
that allows them to regulate a wide range of situations over time without need for mod- 
ification. To guarantee this stability, the formulation of norms need to abstract from a 
variety of concrete aspects, which are instead relevant for the actual operationalization 
of institutions. If agent institutions are to be built, which comply with a set of abstract 
requirements, how can those requirements be translated in more concrete constraints 
the impact of which can be described directly in the institution? In this work we make 
use of logical methods in order to provide a formal characterization of the translation 
rules that operate the connection between abstract and concrete norms. On the basis 
of this characterization, a comprehensive formalization of the notion of institution is 
also provided. 

1 Introduction 

Electronic institutions, such as auctions and market places are electronic coun- 
terparts of institutions that are established in our societies. They axe established 
to  regulate interactions between parties that are performing some transaction 
(see [6] for more details on the roles of institutions). Interactions are regulated 
by incorporating a number of norms in the institution which indicate the type of 
behavior each of the parties in the transaction should adhere to within that in- 
stitution. The main concern of this work is to investigate what formal relation 
could be specified which accounts for how (abstract) norms can be incorpo- 
rated in the (concrete) procedures constituting the institution, in such a way 
that agents operating within the institution either operate in accordance with 
those norms, or may be punished as they violate them. 

That this relation is more complicated than just adding some constraints on 
the actions in the institution can be seen from the following exampie. The norm 
“it is forbidden t o  discriminate on the basis of age” can be formalized in deontic 
logic as “F(discriminate(x,y,age))” (stating that it is forbidden to discriminate 
between x .and y on the basis of age). T i e  translation of this formula would get 
down to something like that the action “discriminate(x, y, age)” should not 
occur. However, it is very unlikely that the agents operating withm the insti- 
tution will explicitly have such an action available. The action actually states 
something far more abstract. We claim that the level on which the norms are 
specified is more abstract and/or general than the level on which the processes 
and structure of the institution are specified. From an institutional standpoint 



norms need, in order to be incorporated in the institution itself, to be therefore 
“translated” t o  a level in which their impact on the institution can be described 
directly. A formal account of these “translation rules” constitutes the central 
aim of this work. 

The work is organized in accordance with the following outline. In Section 2 
some preliminaries about the notions of norms, normative systems and institu- 
tions are set forth; in Section 3 the issue addressed is made concrete by means 
of two examples, and our line of analysis of the problem is stated; in Section 
4 a formal framework is proposed, which allows for formal definitions of the 
notions of abstract and concrete norms, and of translation rules; in Section 5 
these definitions are used in order to provide a formal account of the notion of 
institution itself able to cope with the issue of abstractness of norms; in Section 
6 this formal notion is shown to be embeddable in various formal argumenta- 
tion systems, thus enabling the possibility of articulate institutional reasoning 
patterns; finally, in Section 7, some conclusions are drawn. 

2 Some Preliminaries 

The first concept to introduce is the concept of norm. As we will see later in 
Section 2.2, institutions are defined in terms of norms, which are therefore the 
basic building block, so to say, of our work. With the term norm we intend what- 
ever in general indicates something ideal and which, consequently, presupposes 
a distinction between what is ideally the case and what is actually the case. 
In natural language norms are usually, but not always, expressed by locutions 
such as: “it is obligatory”, “it is forbidden”, “it is permitted”, etc.. 

In this paper we will assume norms to be conditional, because that is the 
form in which they mostly appear in statutes and regulations governing insti- 
tutions. In conditional norms we recognize the condition of application of the 
norm, and its normative effect, i.e. the normative consequence the norm sub- 
ordinates to its condition: “under condition A, it is obligatory (respectively, 
permitted or prohibited) that B” 

Another important concept we will come to  take into consideration, though 
not in detail, is the concept of procedure. Here a procedure is seen as an 
algorithm-like specification describing how a certain activity is carried out. The 
difference between a norm and a procedure is of extreme relevance for our 
purposes (see Section 2.2): a norm states that something ought to be the case 
under certain conditions, while a procedure describes only a way of bringing 
something about; semantically, norms incorporate a concept of ideality, whereas 
for procedures it is instead central a notion of transition. 

‘ 

2.1 Normative Systems 

In E141 normative systems are defined as follows: 



“a normative system is any set of interacting agents whose behavior can 
[. . . ]  be regarded a s  norm directed“. 

According to this view, a normative system is thus a norm directed agency. In 
t h s  sense, a set of norms meant to direct an agency constitutes a form of (nor- 
mative) specification of that agency; in other words, a set of norms addressed 
to a given agency determines that agency as a normative system. As such, nor- 
mative systems are therefore amenable of formal description terms of logical 
theories containing normative expressions’. 

There is wide agreement upon the fact that all normative systems of high 
complexity, like for example legal systems, cannot be regarded simply as sets 
of norms ([14,13]). Besides norms, they consist also of definitional components 
yieldmg a kind’of contextual definition: “A means (counts as) B in context 
i”. A n  example: “signing form 32 counts as consenting to an organ donation, 
in the context of Spanish transplant regulation [26]”” Normative components 
of this type are known in legal and social theory as constitutive n o m s ,  while 
purely normative components, i.e. what we called norms, are known as regulative 
norms (see for example [12,19,25]). Both these components will be logically 
represented (Section 4) by means of rules: regulative norms via rules having 
a deontic consequent normative rules; constitutive norms via translation rules. 
Concepts introduced are recapitulated in Table 1. 

Table 1. Normative systems’ components 

COMPONENTS lregulative normslconstitutive norms 
REPRESENTATION( normative rules I translation rules 

2.2 Institutions 

The term institution is quite ambiguous. Following [17] we distinguish two senses 
of the term, which are of sigmficmce for our purposes. 

- First, an institution c m  be seen a the set of agents with specific roles, private 

We speak in this case about institutions seen as organizations. As an ex- 
ample, the agents operating Utrecht Hospital, and the set of procedures 
according to which their activity is planned, constitute an organization. 

- Second, an institution can be seen as the set of norms (constitutive and 
regulative) an organization can instantiate implementing them. We use in 
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This is precisely how normative systems are conceived in [ 11, where they are analyzed as sets of 
sentences deductively connecting normative conditions to normative effects. 
These examples have been chosen on the basis of work carried out on the regulations from which 
they are excerpted. 



this case the term institutional form. In this sense the set of regulations 
holding at Utrecht Hospital defines an institutional form. Also the set of 
regulations concerning hospitals in The Netherlands defines an institutional 
form, namely a general institutional form, say, “hospital”. The organization 
of Utrecht Hospital instantiates both these institutional forms. 

This distinction between organizations and institutional forms lies in the afore- 
mentioned distinction between norms and procedures. While analyzing institu- 
tions as organizations emphasizes the procedural aspects involved in operating 
institutions, an analysis of them in terms of institutional forms stresses instead 
the normative nature of institutions specifications. This last perspective on in- 
stitutions is the one underpinning the analysis of abstract and concrete norms 
that will be carried out in the next sections. Viewing institutions as institutional 
forms, that is to say, as sets of constitutive and regulative norms, allows for an 
application of a normative system perspective ([13,14]) to their analysis and 
will lead, in Section 5, to a formal definition of institutions as sets of rules3. 

It is instructive to spend still some more words on the distinction proposed. 
The relation between these two conceptions of institutions constitutes a very 
interesting issue, which is also of definite relevance in relation with the gen- 
eral problems addressed here. What is at stake is the understanding of how an 
organization implements an institutional form, or in other words, how can a 
set of procedures implement a set of norms, what is the formal link between 
norms and procedures. Answering these questions would lead to a deeper un- 
derstanding of the variety of aspects characterizing institutionalized agencies. 
This problem forms nevertheless a separate issue, which will not be explicitly 
dealt with in the present paper4. 

’ 

3 Abstractness of norms 

3.1 Abstract norms and concrete norms 

The issuing of norms, as it appears in various statutes or regulations specifying 
constraints over institutions, has the characteristic of stating norms in such a 
form that allows them to regulate a wide range of situations and to be stable for 
a long period of time. The vaguer or abstract norms are, the easier it becomes to 
keep them stable. The downside of this stability is that normative formulations 
seem to be less well defined. In law it is even an explicit task of the judges to 
interpret the law for specific situations and determine whether someone violated 
it or not. 

It is our thesis that abstract and concrete notions are described within differ- 
ent ontologies. Concrete norms are described in terms of the concepts that are 

The formal analysis of organizations, i.e. procedural description of agencies, is therefore left aside in 
this work. In what follows we will use the terms institution and institutional form interchangeably. 
See [7] for some first thoughts on this topic. 

3 



used to specify (possible) procedural descriptions of the concrete institutions. 
Abstract levels are instead described using a more general ontology. 

In order to precisely illustrate the problem we are concerned with, we discuss 
two examples. The first one is taken from the Dutch re,p.lation about personal 
data treatment within police registers ([SI). In the mentioned regulation the 
followjng norm is stated: ?he zncluszon of personal data an a severe crzmznalzty 

13a). This norm states that, under certain conditions, personal data may be 
included in a specific kind of police register. Suppose now that an electronic 
institution for that register has to  be built which fully complies with the norms 
regulating the use of that register ([5]). The following question comes naturally 
about: “what can be concretely zncluded an the register”, that is “what zs clas- 
szfied to  be personal data zn the context of [8]”? That this is more than just a 
definitional issue can be seen from the fact that more data may be included 
as they regard suspects and less as they regard persons which are indirectly 
connected with a crime: the notion of personal data varies. These Lcvariations” 
are specified in the model regulations on police registers (11161). 
The second example is instead taken from the Spanish regulation on organ 
transplantation ([26]): ‘(a lzvzng donor mus t  consent before a transplantatzon 
may take place” (Article 9). An analogous question can be raised: “what zs un- 
derstood as consent zn the context of [26]”? This example shows that abstraction 
takes place over data (first example) as well as over actions. The consent action 
can be implemented by signing form 32 within the context of the transplant 
regulation in Spain. However, this way of implementing consent is only ‘‘valid” 
within that context. 

On what basis are we entitled to consider the above translations as comply- 
ing with the abstract ones? Signing a form seems a reasonable implementation 
of giving consent, whereas we would probably not accept wearing a red hut as a 
way of implementing consent. What does the connection between abstract and 
concrete normative formulations consist of, from a formal point of view? This 
is the central question we are here addressing. 

3.2 

The mndd replation on severe criminality registers ([16]) is explicitly con- 
ceived to lead to aa application of the law in the context of the usage of severe 
criminality registers. The following norm is stated: “[In u severe criminality 
regzster] the following kznds of data can at most  be zncluded: financial and cor- 
porate data; data concernzng nataonalzty; etc.” (Article 6) .  Basically, this article 
provides the list of data that are allowed to be included in the register, and it 
therefore consists of a concrete version of Article 13a cited in Section 3.1. Such a 
“translation”, as we called it, is possible because an interpretation of the notion 
of personaE data occurring in Article 13a, is somehow presupposed: Lcpersonal 
data are financzal and corporate data; data concernzng natzonalzty; etc.” . This 

/ register occurs only when it concerns: a) suspect of crzmes; b) etc.” (Article 

Connecting abstract and concrete norms 



rule, defining the notion of personal data wit.hin the context of the usage of 
severe criminality registers, states that if something is a datum concerning the 
nationality of, for instance, a suspect, then this datum is a personal datum 
and it can therefore be legally included in the register. We claim these rules to 
constitute the connection between abstract and concrete norms. 

In this example, being a personal datum is an abstract fact exactly because 
something can be a personal datum in many ways, depending on the context: 
in the context of the regulation of severe criminality registers, data as specified 
in Article 6 count as personal data, but within a different context, for example 
in the regulation about so called provisional police registers, something else can 
count as a personal datum. Abstract constraints are stable and hold for many 
situations because they are made concrete in several, possibly different, ways. 
The contextual nature of these translation rules led us to the logical framework 
we are going to expose in Section 4. 

To understand this contextual nature of institutions it seems useful to see 
them as regulating facts that hold on specific levels of abstractness: concrete 
levels are the levels on which facts hold that can be directly handled by the 
procedures an institution is organized through (something is a datum concern- 
ing nationality); abstract levels are the levels on which more abstract facts hold 
(something is a personal datum), and to which many more concrete levels can 
be seen to converge via translation rules. We therefore understand institutions 
as sets of norms and translation rules which regulate facts holding on levels of 
abstractness5. Such a perspective also shows how more particular institutions, 
such as the ones operating severe criminality registers, are nested in more gen- 
eral ones, such as the one regulating the use of police registers in general. This 
nesting takes place through the abstractness layering. Picture 1 below provides 
a graphical account of the intuitions just exposed. 
Analogous considerations may be carried out in relation with the second ex- 

ample mentioned in Section 3.1. 

4 Formal framework 

4.1 A logic for levels of abstractness 

Before presenting a proposal to formally capture the notion of level (context) 
we have in mind, it is necessary to identify, in further detail, the features of this 
concept that we would like to be able to express in our formalism. 

1. In our view, levels constitute a structure ordered according to the relation 
“i is strictly less abstract than j ” .  This relation is, reasonably, irreflexive, 
asymmetric and transitive. Moreover, it seems intuitive to assume it to  be 

See section 2. 



Fig. 1. Institutions and levels 

2. 

3. 
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partial. There might be levels i and j both strictly less abstract than a given 
level k, but such that they remain unrelated with respect to each other6. 
Levels are such that what holds in a level holds irrespectively of the level 
from which that fact is considered if at level i the donor expresses his/her 
consent, €hen at level j it holds that at level i the donor expresses his/her 
consent and vice versa. 
No inconsistency holds at any level, levels are coherent. 
Finally, there exists a trivial “outermost level”, representing the absence of 
context, that is, the level of logicd truths. 

To capture these features we use a multi modal logic KD45;-,-j ([15]) which 
corresponds to a propositional logic of n contexts (PLC) with: consistency prop- 
erty (corresponding to feature 3), flatness property (feature 2)) outermost con- 
text (feature 4) and total truth assignments (see [18,4, 3])7. 

Language. The alphabet of language CL for levels of abstractness expands 
the language for propositional logic and contains the following sets of symbols: 
the set of logical connectives {l, A, V, -+}; the set of propositional constants P; 
and the set of modal operators {Oi}iEL where L is the set of indexes denoting 
kV& L$ &~ti%t=eSS, Rnd I i  T . I I  = E, thzt is to say, there are as many modal 
operators as  levels of abstractness. The set of well formed formulas IF is then 

1 1 - 1  I 

Notice that these are precisely the properties also of the conventional generation relation analyzed 

’ We deemed a multi modal formalism to  be better readable than a propositional context logic one. 
This is the reason why we chose for using a modal logic formulation instead of a contextual logic 
one. The correspondence result we claimed is guaranteed by results proved in 131. A word must 
be spent also about the use of propositional context logic with total truth assignments. In fact, 
partial truth assignments are one of the most relevant features of context logics as introduced 
in [4,3]. However, it has been proved in [18] that every propositional context logic system with 
partial truth assignments is equivalent to  one with total truth assignments. For this reason this 
aspect has been here disregarded. 

in [lijj. 



defined as follows: 

By means of this language it is possible to express statements about what holds 
o n a  level (in a context) via modal formulas. 

Semantics. As a semantics for this system we can use very simple models 
M = (W, L,  <, c, v) such that for every level of abstractness (or context) i E L 
function c associates a non-empty subset of W (c : L --+ Pow’(W)), II is 
the usual valuation function assigning truth values to propositions in worlds. 
Ordering < z L x L is an irreflexive, asymmetric and transitive ordering on 
L,  the intuitive reading of which is: i < j means that i is less abstract than 
j (feature 1). Using these models we can define the semantics of the levels of 
abstractness as follows: 

We omit here the obvious clauses for satisfaction of propositional formulas. 
Notice that the truth value of OiA does not depend on the world where it is 
evaluated. This reflects the intuition that whether A is true at level i does not 
depend on the place from which you evaluate it. It only depends on the truth 
of A in that specific level (in this precisely consists the aforementioned flatness 
property corresponding to feature 3). With respect to the other requirements, 
we have that: feature 2) is guaranteed by the fact that c delivers non-empty sub- 
sets of W ,  and feature 4) is guaranteed by the fact that there can be worlds not 
belonging to any ~ ( 2 ) ~ .  Noticeably, this semantics implements in a straightfor- 
ward way the thesis developed in context modeling according to which contexts 
can be soundly represented as sets of possible worlds ([27]). 

A final aspect worth stressing is that the ordering of the levels does not play 
any role in the semantics. One could imagine that the ordering on L imposes an 
ordering on the sets Vi. E.g. i < j + Wi Wj. This would imply the following 
validity: OjA --+ OiA iff i < j i.e. a kind of inheritance from more abstract levels 
to more concrete levels. We have chosen not to include this property because 
it would impose many restrictions on the relation between levels, which are 
not really necessary. We will come back to this point later on in Section 5 
where we will indicate some ideas about more subtle relations between levels of 
abstract ness. 

* It is instructive to notice that this semantics is equivalent with the more standard relational 
semantics for KD45;-j given in terms of Kripke models with a family of accessibility relations 
 EL which are serial, transitive, and i-j euclidean (w&w’,wRjw’‘ + wRjw”). The proof is 
straightforward once the family {&};EL is defined to be such that w&w’ iff w’ E ~ ( i ) .  



Axiomatization. KD45;-j is obtainable via the following axioms and rules 
schemas: 

( P )  all tautologies of propositional calculus 
( K )  Di(A t B)  -+ (QA -+ UiB) 
( D )  1nil  

(42-j) Q A  --+ OjQA 

( M P )  A, A - + B / B  
(Si-?) XIiA + Uj+A 

( N )  A / 02-4 

The system at issue is then a multi modal homogeneous KD45 with the two 
interaction axioms 4i-j and 5’-j9. This axiomatization is sound and complete 
with respect to the semantics presented (see [15]). 

4.2 A logic for translation rules 

Informally, A counts as B iff A at a level i determines the truth of B at a level 
j, where i < j (see Section 3.2). 

Theoretically, our proposal consists in understanding translation rules as 
b f f d g e  rules in the sense of theory of contexts (see for example [18]). Translation 
rules connect truth among different levels of abstractness, and more precisely 
from more concrete to more abstract levels. In addition, we consider translation 
rules to be defeasible. The reason for this choice is that different translation 
rules could have contradictory consequents, and therefore the antecedent of a 
translation rule cannot be strenghtened: “signing form 32 counts as consenting 
for organ donation” but “signing form 32 whde being under threat does not 
count as consenting for organ donation”. 

To model this notion of translation rule we make use of normal prioritized 
default logic ([2]) defining a normal prioritized default theory 7 T  on the system 
KD45;-j for language L’: 

T = (F: DT: 

where F is a (possibly empty) set of assumptions, DT is a set of defaults, + 
is a priority ordering on defaults of DT. By means of this logical machinery the 
following deiinition of transiatiou rule can be stated: 

Definition 1. (Translation rules) 
A translation rule is a default rule of this form.: 

OiA ?cs O j B  with i < j .  

Instead of 4i-j, it would be sufficient to assume a simple 4 axiom: OiA -+ OiOiA (see [15]). 



Z! 
Here “OiA --+ OjB” is a shorthand for UiA : OjB/OjB ,  i.e. a normal default, 
the meaning of which is that the truth of B can be derived on level j from the 
truth of A at level i if the truth of B on level j does not result in an inconsis- 
tency. This account has several advantages: it has a clear theoretical grounding 
on context theory; it has a neat semantics; it enables easy non monotonic deriva- 
tions; it can rely on a broadly investigated logic. Thus, the fact that “signing 
form 32” is a way of “consenting for organ donation” in a certain hospital can 
now be formally represented as: 

’ 

Oisigning- f orm-32 y+ Ujconsent  

where i is a more concrete level of abstraction within the institution of “hospital” 
than j. 

In order to deal successfully with defeasibility we also introduced in defini- 
tion 1 explicit prioratization ordering +T on the set of defaults: 

One prioratization criterion is that more specific defaults have the precedence 
according to a strict partial ordering. So, this means d2 +T d l .  

Note that this prioritization orders only conflicting defaults such that either 
the prerequisites of the first imply the prerequisites of the second or vice versa. It 
does not supply a tool for deciding among conflicting defaults the prerequisites 
of which are logically unrelated. It may be useful, for example, to include a 
prioritization based on concreteness of the antecedent. This can be used in the 
following case: 

obtasining that d2 4 d l .  
We deem important to  stress that specificity and concreteness axe only two 

of the many ways of deciding about conflicting defaults. In normative reason- 
ing especially, conflicts are often decided on the basis of authority hierarchies 
subsisting on norms, or on the basis of the time of their enactment ([21]). More- 
over, conflicts between priority ordering themselves can arise. The specificity 
and concreteness criteria should therefore only be seen as an exemplification of 
this range of possible criteria. 

4.3 

Having defined levels of abstractness and their relations in the previous sections, 
we now turn to defining the norms themselves that operate on levels. TO do this, 

A logic for normative rules 



we have to: first, enable a representation of deontic notions within the framework 
dehed  in Section 4.1; then, introduce suitable rules to model the conditional 
aspect of norms, which has been stressed in Section 2. 

Let us focus on the first point. To handle deontic notions (obligation, per- 
mission, prohibition), the standard deontic logic system K D  (see [28]) suffices 
our needs here. We can therefore define a fusion” K D  @ KD45;-j on a common 
language LLo containing the language for expressing the abstractness layering 
CL, and the language of standard deontic logic Lo. 

Language The language is a propositional logic language the alphabet of 
which is expanded with an 0-operator and a set of indexed 0,-operators. The 
set of well found formulas IF is defined as follows: 

IF := P U (-IF) U (IF A IF) U (IF V IF) U (IF -+ IF) U (QF) U (OiO(IF)) 

Note that we allow deontic modalities to  operate only within Elk-formulas and 
we-do not allow deontic operators to have Elk formulas in their scope if they 
are not under the scope of another &operator. This expressive limitation is 
dictated by the fact that we do not want deontic operators to  occur if not in the 
scope of a Ok-operator. This to capture the idea according to which normative 
consequences of certain conditions are supposed to  be always holding at certain 
levels of abstractness: normative consequences are always localized. 

Semantics Semantics for CLo is given on structures M = (W, L, <, c, R, v) 
such that (W, L, <, c, v) is a model for CL (see Section 4.1), and (W, R, v) is a 
model for Lo with R being a serial accessibility relation on W .  We omit here 
the obvious clauses for satisfaction of propositional formulas. The semantics of 
Elk-operators remains the same described in Section 4.1. As to  the semantics for 
the O-operator we use the usual clause obtaining the following expanded clause 
for formulas in QO(IF): 

M ,  w I= CIiO(A) iff Vw‘ E c(Z))Vw’’ E W : R(w’, w”) M ,  w” I= A 

Permission (P-operator) and prohibition (F-operator) can be defined in terms 
of obiigation: P(A) l O ( 4 )  arid F(A)  O(1A). 

Axiomatization Logic K D  @I KD45;-j can be easily axiomatized by the 
union of the set of axioms for KD45;-j and the set of axioms for K D .  Axiom- 

’’ For a detailed exposition of the concept of fusion we refer to [9]. Intuitively, a fusion of two logics 
is the simple join of them. 



atization KD45;-j (Section 4.1) should thus be extended as follows: 

(P) all tautologies of propositional calculus 
(KO) Oi(A -+ B )  --+ (OiA --+ OiB) 
( D o )  10il 

(4;’) OiA -+ O j Q A  

( M P )  A, A - - + B / B  
( 5 2 )  1OiA t O j X I i A  

(NO)  A / OiA 

( D o )  101 
(No) A / O A  

(KO)  O ( A  -+ B )  + ( O A  -+ O B )  

Notice that no interaction axioms between 0, and 0 operators are stated. AS 
proved in /9], fusions of systems preserve soundness and completeness, therefore 
system KD 8 KD45i-J is sound and complete with respect to the semantics 
presented. 

To enable a representation of the aspect of conditionality of norms, and 
then of normative rules, we make again use of normal prioritized default logic 
defining a normal prioritized default theory on the system K D  8 KD45;-j 
for language LL0: 

I N  = (F ,  DN,  4 N )  

where F is a (possibly empty) set of assumptions, D N  is a set of defaults, +N 

is a priority ordering on defaults of DN. By means of this logical machinery the 
following definition of normative rules can be stated: 

Definition 2. (Normative rules) 
A normative rule is a default rule of the form: 

OiA OjOB with i < j .  

Here “OiA UjOB” is a shorthand for OiA : OjOB/OjOB,  i.e. a normal 
default, the meaning of which is that the truth of O B  can be derived on level j 
from the truth of A at level i if the truth of OB on level j is not leading to an 
inconsistency. 

Conditional permission and prohibition are easily defined by replacing the 
0-operator by the P and F operators respectively. All remarks underlined in 
Section 4.2 about prioritizing defaults formalizing translation rules hold also for 
defaults formalizing normative rules. Given the above definition we can repre- 
sent the norm that consent is required in order to perform a transplantation, 
as follows: 

Oiconsent -+ CliPtransplant 



At this point, it is worth remarking that translation rules and normative rules 
share the same type of defeasibility. Tb representational choice captures an 
important analogy which we deem to subsist between the two types of rules 
composing institutions: 

- Translation rules connect truth on a level to truth on a more abstract level, 

- Normative rules connect truth on a level to ideality on another, possibly the 

. 
and this connection takes place in a defeasible way. 

same, level, and also this connection takes place defeasibly. 

That connection is what they share and what we represented here by means of 
normal defaults ll. 

Within this framework, definitions of abstract and concrete normative rules, 
representing respectively abstract and concrete norms, can be also stated: 

Definition 3. (Concrete Normative Rules) 
A concrete nonnative rule i s  a default UiA 
OhC -+ OkD with h < k s.t. A -  D and i =  k or B = D and j = k .  

Definition 4. (Abstract Normative Rules) 
An abstract normative rule is a normative rule which is not concrete. 

OjO ( B )  s.t. there is  no default 

In the next section we put this articulate framework at work, providing the 
reader with an example. 

4.4 Ai example 

The example we are going to model is chosen again from [8,16]. 

Example I .  (Personal data in severe criminality registers) 
Part of the abstract norm “the inclusion of personal data in a severe criminality 
register occurs only when it concerns: a)  suspect of crimes; b) etc.” can be 
modeled as follows: 

U,(personal (datum)  A suspect(datum)) y+ U,P include(datum) 

Part of the concrete norm “personal data are financial and corporate data; data 
concerning nationality; etc.” might be represented as follows: 

O,(nationality(datum) A suspect(datum)) -+ 0,P include(datum) 

The translation rule “personal datu are financial and corporate data; data con- 
cerning nationality; etc.” is representable as follows: 

O,nationality(datum) -+ 0, personal ( d a t u m )  

where c < a. 

In this respect, our approach is close to the proposal in [ll], though we carried it out by means 
of different formal tools. 



The first norm is more abstract because it operates between level a and level 
c. The second one is instead more concrete. The connection among the two 
of them is expressed by the translation rule connecting c to a with respect 
to the states of affairs national i ty(datum) and personal(datum)12. It may 
be worth noticing a reasoning pattern straightforwardly available on the ba- 
sis of this representation: assuming O,(nationality(datum) A suspect(datum)) ,  
by means of default U,nationaZity(datum) zct O,personal(datum) and va- 
lidities for 0, we can infer O,(personal(datum) A suspect(datum));  we can 
then infer the normative consequence 0,P incZude(datum) by means of default 
0, (personal (datum) A suspect( datum)) y+ 0,P include( datum)13. 

5 Institutions defined formally 

On the basis of the formal analysis just presented we are now in a position 
to provide a formal definition of the concept of institution in terms of default 
theories. However, before getting to this, a related issue should be considered, 
that is: how to rigorously relate institutions and levels of abstractness. In other 
words, at what level of abstractness does the institution end? If one includes 
only the levels explicitly specified for the institution, then the norms possibly 
coming from more abstract levels would not come to belong to the institutional 
theory. 1.e. if i < j and j is a level that does not belong to the institution then 
the norms operating on level j also are not “inherited” by the institution. On 
the other hand, incorporating all levels of abstractness connected to the levels 
explicitly defined within the institution would include the complete layering in 
which the institution is merged. 

We therefore choose to propose two definitions, one corresponding to an 
“explicit” view on institutional theories and one corresponding to the “implicit” 
one. 

Let us consider the default theory 7 = (F ,  DN U DT, 3~ U +),  i.e., a 
default theory for both translation and normative rules, and let L be the set 
of abstractness levels and < their ordering. Let then LI be the set of levels of 
abstractness on which institution I works. Let then <Lr be the sub-ordering of 
< on LI.  The following definitions can be stated. 
Definition 5. (Explicit Institutional Theories) 
An explicit institutional theory I e x p l  is defined as a triple (NI ,  TI ,  41) where: 

NI E U Ni 
  ELI 

with Ni = {OiA -v+ OjO B 1 OiA zct OjO B E DN & - j  E LI}. And where: 

T I  U Ti 
i E L I  

Notice that we presupposed the state of affairs include(datum) to be a concrete one. 12 

l3 Notice that this argument is nothing but a normal defaults proof. 



with Ti {UiA OjB I OiA y3 U j B  E DT & j E LI}.  The third element 
of the triple consists in the prioritization ordering ~ I G + N  U -+ on defaults in 
NI  and TI. 

Intuitively, an institution is described as  the set of all normative and translation 
rules defined between the levels explicitly belonging to that institution. 

Definition 6. (Implicit Institutional Theories) 
An implicit institutional theory IzmPz is defined as a triple (N*I ,  C*I, 4 * I )  
where: 

NII F NI u u Nk 
kc L 

with Nk e {UkA - QO B I OkA .ct 010 B E DN & 3 j  E L I ,  j < k ) .  And 
where: 

T*I  f TI u u Tk 
k E  L 

with Nk 3 {&A y3 U z B  I UkA ut U z B  E TN & 3 j  E LI, j < I C } .  The third 
element of the triple consists in the prioritization ordering 4 *I  Z ~ N  U +T on 
defaults an N*I and T * I .  

Intuitively, an implicit theory of an institution I is nothing but a sort of closure 
of the explicit theory I e q z  of I along the abstractness ordering <, leading the 
explicit theory to incorporate every normative and translation rules defined 
between more abstract levels than the levels explicitly belonging to I .  From 
definitions 5 and 6 obviously follows that: NI C N*I and TI L T*I.  Let us 
consider now a simple example excerpted again from [26]. 

Example 2. (Rules inheritance within institutions) 
In order to extract an organ from a living donor each hospital in Spain ought 
to ascertain the legal age of the donor. The state of &airs legal-age is not 
a concrete one; let the level of abstractness it holds on to be s3. The institu- 
tion “ho&al in Spain” Is inherits a rule from Spanish general law according 
to which legal-age supervenes on being-eig hteen-years-old. Neither this last 
state of affairs can be properly seen a s  concrete; let its level be sp. Then the 
institution “Valencia hospital” I v  contains another rule according to which 
being-eighteen-years-old supervenes on ID-testi f ies-legalage. This can be 
deemed as concrete; let its level be sl. We then have three ordered levels and 
two institutions constituted by rules operating on those levels. One institiition 
is general, namely I s ,  and it works between levels sl, s2 and s3, the other one, 
namely Iv, is more particulas and it operates between s1 and s2- 

Theory IFp‘ would be a triple (Ns, Ts, 4 s )  such that: 

Os,extract + C13,,0 (being-eighteen-yearsald) E Ns, 
Os, being-eighteen-years-old ut O,,legal-age E TS 



Theory I;p1 would instead be a triple (Nv ,  Tv, +v) such that, basically: 

Os, ( ID-test i  f ies-legal-age) -+ Us, (being-eighteen-years-old) E Tv. 

To understand the sense of this rule in the context of Iv  it is necessary to 
consider the explicit account Ibmpl of this institution: (N*v ,  C tV ,  + *v). We 
then obtain what follows: 

In this section we show how our formal approach to institutions, that led to 
Definitions 5 and 6, can be straightforwardly merged in formal argumentation 
frameworks specifically developed to account for legal reasoning, such as [24, 
20,221. This will display some guidelines on how to enable articulate reasoning 
patterns within our approach. 

Logical systems for argumentation formalize “a particular group of patterns 
of inferences, namely those where arguments for and against a certain claim 
are produced and evaluated, to test the tenability of the claim” ([23]). In [24] 
an argumentation framework is presented, which is based on normal default 
logic and which accounts for reasoning with both what we called, in Section 
2, regulative and constitutive norms of normative systems. Within this setting, 
the central concept on which the argumentation system is based is the concept 
of deontic context, that is, a set of facts on which the set of default rules can 
be applied inferring the relevant normative consequences to that set of facts. 
In that work, anyway, no attention is given to the issue of abstractness and 
concreteness of norms, and consequently the logic on which default theories are 
built upon is just a standard deontic logic system KD. Defaults are therefore 
rules of this type: A ++ B and A ++ 0 B. If we assume the multi-modal system 
exposed in Section 4.3 as the logic on which to apply normal defaults, and 
recalling Definitions 5 and 6, this useful notion can be adapted to our approach 
and modified as follows. 

Os, extract - O,,O (being-eighteen-years-old) E N*v, 
O,,being-eighteen-years-old -+ 0,,legal-age E T*v 

This means that and IFpz share something: in this case N *V nlvs # 8 
and T *V nTs # 8. This exactly shows how Iv inherits rules from IS ,  and more 
noticeably how 1, concretizes norms belonging to Is  by means of translation 
rules. 

6 Reasoning with Institutions 

Definition 7. (Institutional Contexts) 
An explicit institutional context ZexPcpl = (F ,  I e X P 1 )  consists of a set F of propo- 
sitional sentences on  a language LLo, and a n  explicit institutional theory I e x p 2 .  
An implicit institutional context Tamp1 = (F ,  l i m p 1 )  consists of a set F of propo- 
sitional sentences on  a language LLo, and an  implicit institutional. theory Iimp2.  



By means of these notions of institutional contexts, scenarios in which an in- 
stitution I is made operati,ve on the set of facts F can be formalized: through 
the rules of which institution I consists normative consequences at different 
levels of abstractness can be defeasibly established &om F .  The whole formal 
argumentation machinery exposed in [24] can then be put at work on insti- 
tutional contexts instead of on deontic contexts, thus providing definitions of 
the notions of: argument, conflzct and defeat relations between arguments, and 
justified, defensible and overruled arguments14. 

Analogous observations can be carried out in relation with the argumenta- 
. tion framework for legal reasoning presented in [20,22], which is also based on 

normal default logic and therefore, in principle, perfectly suitable to  handle our 
notion of institutional theory. 

7 Conclusions and Future Work 

In this work we discussed the problem of incorporating abstract norms into 
institutions that regulate the interactions between agents. We have shown by 
means of several examples that the level of abstraction of the norms is differ- 
ent from that of the procedures operating the institution. For this reason it 
does not suffice to just formalize the norms and procedures and then validate 
or verlfy the procedures against the norms. We therefore proposed to use ex- 
plicit translation rules (formalized by normal defaults), corresponding to the 
so-called constitutive rules in legal and social theory, to formally characterize 
this translation. In order to capture the idea of a translation from the abstract 
level to the concrete level we chose to represent those levels explicitly, modeling 
them as contexts. Translation rules played then a kind of bridging role between 
levels/cont ext s . 

Two research lines are particularly worth investigating in order to further 
develop the results presented here. First, as underlined in Section 2.2, an ad+ 
quate understanding of the relation of implementation of a set of norms via a 
set of procedures deserves an accurate analysis in order to fully understand how 
norms are translated to an operational dimension, and therefore how institu- 
tions are instantiated by speciiic organizations. Secondly, dtiihuugh the h@d 
formalism proposed gives the tools to describe the relations between norms on 
different abstraction levels, it does not in itself account for the restrictions which 
apply to this relation. As already noticed ia Section 3.1, “vv~easlog a red hat” 
is probably not acceptable a s  an implementation of “consenting for organ d+ 
nation”, or analogously the “daily temperature” can not count as a “personal 
datum”. We intend to use formal ontological descriptions to account for this 
kind of restrictions constraining translation rules. 

l4 For an exhaustive account of the role of these concepts in argumentation logics we refer to [23]. 
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